Discover the past through innovation and design.

Traditional handicraft meets innovative design.
A new collaboration is born.
In 2016, Turkish ceramics manufacturer Iznik Tiles and
Ceramics and Suit’d® Suits started collaborating. With

Suit’d® Suits
Dutch design brand Suit’d® Suits (est. 2012) develops, designs and co-produces fully equipped
power outlet covers made of natural materials
including bamboo, plexwood® and porcelain.
Its universal covers fit the vast majority of the
build-in electrical systems currently on the international market. In addition to distribution
via its own sales channels and retail partners,
Suit’d® Suits products are being supplied to the
business-to-business markets via its strategic
partner Hager (est. 1955).
Iznik Tiles and Ceramics
Based in Istanbul and Amsterdam, Iznik Tiles
and Ceramics produces handmade quartz tiles
and ceramic products made in the tradition
of 16th century Ottoman artisans in the city of
Iznik, Turkey. Iznik Netherlands is the European branch of the Iznik Foundation (est. 1993)
which together with its partners was responsible for the revival of the art of Iznik tile-making at the beginning of the 1990’s. In addition
to the production of vases, plates, bowls and
various other ceramic items, the core business
of the company lies in tile murals and tile furniture in both traditional as well as contemporary designs.
Hager Group
Hager is a leading supplier of solutions and services for electrical installations in residential,
commercial and industrial buildings. As part of
Hager Group, Hager has clients in 129 countries
worldwide and over 11 thousand employees.
Under its subsidiary Berker, Hager offers a premium brand in wiring accessories. Design and
authenticity are key features of its innovative
products. For the development of its luxurious
and custom products, Hager collaborates with
premium partners in the field. Together they
create astonishing outlets and switches that
correspond harmoniously with the interior of
its clients.

the co-creation of the ‘Suited by Iznik’ power outlet
covers, the traditional handicraft of Turkish ceramics
was combined with the innovative products and designs of Dutch design label Suit’d® Suits.
In November 2016, the collaboration was officially
marked with a celebration launch at X BANK Concept
Store in Amsterdam, showcasing a first product range
Suit’d® Suits by Iznik. The collaboration is focussing on
the European and Middle Eastern Markets.

Product Lines
The Suit’d® Suits Cover Model has been
developed to fit the standard wall parts
of type C, E and F build-in power outlets and switches or related products
and covers the plastic center part.

The Suit’d® Suits Frame Model fits the
external part of a wide variety of wiring
accessories. These frames are available
in the following ceramic Berker series:

Berker R.1 plate with smooth
edges assembled on a plastic
frame.

Berker R.3 tile with straight
edges assembled with an inner
plastic part.

Berker Q7 frame with smooth
edges assembled with an inner
plastic center.

Design Lines
The exclusive handpainted ‘Suited by Iznik’
covers are available in two limited edition design lines: a wide range of unicolor
designs based on the powerful colors of
Iznik ceramic art. In addition we offer a
selection of 15 Iznik designs, ranging from
tulips to geometrical motifs. In addition,
clients can personalize the cover designs
to their every need, fully adjusted to their
project characteristics. All cover designs
are underglazed and available in both
glossy and matt finishes.
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